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Abstract— Sliding window searching is a common paradigm1

used for large field-of-view (FOV) multiobject detection. However,2

low target resolution and irregular distribution of objects make3

the traditional method inefficient and hard to meet the demands4

of fast object detection in a wide area. To address the above5

issues, in this article we design an ultrafast switching galvano-6

mirror-based active vision system that can simultaneously search7

and detect multiobject at 300 frames per second (fps) in a large8

FOV, without the guidance of a high-resolution (HR) panoramic9

camera. Specifically, a novel mechanical particle filter (MPF)10

framework is proposed to improve the efficiency of searching11

potential objects by constructing the probability distribution12

model and then iteratively locating target objects, where each13

particle is represented by an image of a single small FOV that14

is controlled and captured by a switching galvano-mirror. The15

object detector is used to determine whether the particle image16

contains target objects. Then, to reduce the total scanning cost17

for capturing all the particles, we introduce a center partitioned18

scanning algorithm that significantly speeds up the scanning19

process by 10× or more. Moreover, we optimize the processing20

pipeline for low latency sensing using a high-parallelism visual21

feedback scheme to improve efficiency. Finally, an efficient and22

fast active vision system is implemented, which is based on a two-23

axis galvano-mirror and a high-speed camera without multicam-24

era fusion for active object searching. Abundant experimental25

results demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed system in26

indoor environments and real-world scenarios. We also verify the27

performance in terms of scanning speed and detection accuracy.28

Index Terms— High-speed vision, mechanical particle filter29

(MPF), object detection, visual feedback, wide-area surveillance.30

I. INTRODUCTION31

MULTIOBJECT detection based on a convolutional32

neural network (CNN) is a key component of many33

computer vision systems [1], [2], [3], [4], and there are increas-34

ing demands for computer-vision-based wide-area visual sur-35

veillance in crowded public areas, such as airports security36
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monitoring, sports tracking, and intelligent transportation sur- 37

veillance. Those potential applications are typically multi- 38

modal and nonlinear [5], [6], which have prompted the 39

progress of wide-area object detection and analysis [7], [8], 40

[9]. To sense and monitor the dynamic panorama situation 41

in real-time, high-speed visual feedback is a significant topic 42

in computer vision. The most critical challenge among these 43

is to precisely localize objects of interest in the large field-of- 44

view (FOV) under the constraints of real-time processing [10], 45

[11], [12]. For example, autonomous driving vehicles need 46

pedestrian and car detection to further analyze their intentions 47

and actions to avoid collisions [13], [14], and an anti-drone 48

system needs to rapidly detect and track drones that sud- 49

denly break into the restricted area [15], [16], [17]. Hence, 50

an ideal wide-area multiobject searching system with HR 51

imaging, high-speed perception, and a large searching FOV 52

is urgently needed [18], [19]. However, there are intrinsic 53

contradictions in the aspects of working FOV, region-of- 54

interest (ROI) resolution, and detection speed, i.e., if you want 55

to cover a large surveillance FOV, which in turn results in 56

a small resolution for single objects. Similarly, if multiple 57

target objects need to be found simultaneously, the searching 58

and detection time spent on a single region must be reduced 59

[20]. Although plenty of work has been done to address the 60

aforementioned issues using a scanning-based pan-tilt-zoom 61

(PTZ) camera system, there are still inefficient since most of 62

the FOVs in the telephoto camera are background regions [8], 63

[10]. To improve the object searching efficiency, we should 64

concentrate on high-probability regions for reducing scanning 65

costs. 66

The ability to accurately detect target objects in a large 67

FOV is of significant importance to wide-area vision systems. 68

Numerous highly integrated systems based on multiple PTZ 69

cameras have been proposed to detect fast-moving object that 70

previously had to do manually and massively [21], [22]. 71

Current wide-area surveillance systems leverage panoramic 72

cameras to increase the limited FOV, which consists of 73

wide-angle or fisheye lenses. However, due to the distortion 74

and nonlinearity of the wide-angle or fisheye lenses, the quality 75

of the captured image is inevitably deteriorated, which needs 76

camera calibration and image correction [23], [24]. Hence, 77

the particular information about the object of interest in the 78

image is somehow broken or lost [25]. While other methods 79

use multiple cameras to extend the FOV by moving PTZ 80

cameras to capture a single image of nonoverlap FOVs and 81

then stitch these images into one large HR image, nevertheless, 82
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the moving control of multiple cameras is limited in speed due83

to their heavier weights of cameras and lenses.84

To this end, using an ultrafast scanning mirror to scan85

the large FOV from top-left to bottom-right seems to be86

a wise choice. However, to detect potential objects in an87

unknown environment, the smaller the scanning step, the88

higher the detection accuracy, which will, in turn, consume89

a lot of searching time. Since particle filter (PF) is a rep-90

resentative algorithm to deal with multimodal, nonlinear,91

and non-Gaussian problems using Monte Carlo sampling to92

sequentially construct the probability distribution and statisti-93

cal information of the unknown scenario [26]. Therefore, the94

system will not require the position guidance given by the95

detection results of panoramic images when using PF [8], [9],96

[10], [11]. While the commonly used multicamera fusion par-97

adigm not only introduces complex coordinate transformation98

but also may fail when detecting long-range small objects.99

Based on PF, the wide-view multiobject detection problem100

is immediately transformed into a probabilistic generation101

problem, and each particle has a position and a weight to102

estimate how confident it matches the target measurement,103

where the confidence is the output of the object detector.104

Consequently, in this study, we propose a fast multiobject105

active detection system to improve the searching efficiency106

based on the MPF framework without multicamera fusion.107

A bunch of mechanical particles are first randomly distributed108

in the whole large FOV. Then, using an ultrafast scanning109

galvano-mirror and a high-speed vision system, the limited110

scanning FOV is extended, the corresponding particles are111

captured, and then they are analyzed by a CNN detector in112

real-time as well. As the scanning time of the galvano-mirror113

system is proportional to the total scanning path, to fur-114

ther boost the processing speed, an optimized scanning path115

planning algorithm is introduced, which minimizes the total116

scanning path of all the particles.117

The main contributions of this article are as follows.118

1) A Novel Mechanical Particle Filter (MPF) Algorithm:119

Based on MPF, we use a mechanical model to construct120

the probability density estimation of potential objects’121

distribution and the state transition model, where each122

mechanical particle is represented by a single narrow123

FOV image. Then, the CNN detection model is applied124

to the captured particle image as the probability esti-125

mator, which measures how confident the FOV contains126

objects.127

2) The Center Partitioned Scanning Path Planning Algo-128

rithm: To reduce the total mechanical scanning time,129

we need to minimize the cost of viewpoint switching130

from one particle to another. So, we introduce a131

center partitioned scanning algorithm, which cuts the132

complexity of the original algorithm into several smaller133

parts based on high-probability particles, resulting in a134

10× speedup.135

3) The High-Parallelism Visual Feedback Control Scheme:136

Aiming for low-latency imaging and detection,137

we decouple the active vision system into four modules:138

particle generation and path planning, galvano-mirror139

scanning, object detection, and MPF’s weights update.140

These modules work in a well-designed timing, which 141

greatly reduces the processing time by converting the 142

serial processing into optimal parallel processing. 143

4) A High-Speed MPF-Based Active Vision System: We 144

build up a wide-area detection system that can simul- 145

taneously detect multiobject at hundreds of frames per 146

second (fps) using a high-speed camera and a two- 147

axis galvano-mirror, while also integrating the proposed 148

efficient control scheme. Extensive experimental results 149

conducted in real-world scenarios validate the superior 150

performance of the system. 151

The remainder of the article is organized as follows: 152

in Section II, we review several related works. Section III 153

describes the concept of MPF, the optimized scanning path 154

planning module, and the efficient control module in detail. 155

We conduct indoor and outdoor experiments to verify the 156

performance in Section IV. Finally, some conclusions are 157

given in Section V. 158

II. RELATED WORK 159

Fast wide-area object detection needs to resolve three fun- 160

damental tasks: detecting target objects, extending the limited 161

viewpoint to a large FOV, and reducing the searching space. 162

A. Object Detection 163

A variety of works related to wide-area object detection 164

have been proposed. As for the traditional handcrafted fea- 165

tures, Lowe [27] proposed the scale-invariant feature trans- 166

forms (SIFT) descriptor, which is invariant to image scale and 167

object orientation. To increase the repeatability and robustness 168

of SIFT, Bay et al. [28] proposed the speeded up robust fea- 169

tures (SURFs) while reducing the processing time. In addition 170

to general keypoint extraction, Dalal and Triggs [29] used 171

histogram of oriented gradients (HOGs) as the descriptor of 172

dense grids to detect humans, and so on. Despite their success 173

in object detection, they are limited to processing local regions, 174

which is insufficient for objects crossing different scales and 175

varying in complex backgrounds. 176

With the rapid development of CNN, several efficient 177

CNN-based object detection models, such as R-CNN [2], Fast 178

R-CNN [3], Faster R-CNN [4], YOLO [30], and SSD [31], 179

have been proposed and applied in wide-area visual sur- 180

veillance systems [8], [10]. To further speed up inference, 181

YOLOv3 [32] was developed to enable real-time object detec- 182

tion at dozens of fps. However, the processing speed of most 183

existing models is below 100 fps due to heavy computation 184

complexities and the computing power of processors, which is 185

nonnegligible in high-speed real-time applications that require 186

high responsiveness and low latency [33]. To meet these 187

requirements, many ultrafast object detection algorithms have 188

been proposed based on high-speed vision platforms [33], 189

[34], [35]. For instance, Gu et al. [36] proposed a multiobject 190

detection algorithm based on the brightness information and 191

implemented it on a field-programmable gate array (FPGA), 192

which achieved 2000 fps for images of 512 × 512 pixels 193

in limited working conditions. To improve the robustness, 194

Li et al. [37] proposed an hardware-oriented object detection 195

method based on HOG descriptor that achieves ultrahigh 196
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speed at more than 10 000 fps. In addition, a projection-197

based position compensation method is introduced to improve198

detection accuracy [38], [39]. Still, the system only performed199

well under a clear background, and when dealing with complex200

environments, these FPGA-based approaches have limitations201

in accurately detecting fast-moving targets.202

B. Extension of Scanning FOV203

To expand the limited FOV of a single camera, a typical204

FOV extension system is composed of a pan-tilt servo motor205

and a telephoto camera. The system directly moves the camera206

lens to scan the whole FOV, and then stitches these captured207

images into a large wide-area image. Liu et al. [40] proposed208

a PTZ camera-based single object tracking system. However,209

when this system needs to observe multiple objects at once,210

the heavier weight of the system restricts the scanning speed,211

which is critical for real-time processing. In this situation,212

to implement multiobjects’ concurrent detection systems, sev-213

eral PTZ cameras are deployed to construct a wide-area real-214

time surveillance network. Dozens of distributed scenes or215

objects can be captured simultaneously by HR PTZ cameras216

[41]. Further object analysis can be done using the captured217

detailed images [8]. However, the complexity of camera cal-218

ibration and control synchronization has increased, making it219

rarely implementable in practical scenarios.220

Optical path projection provided by a switching mirror is221

one major method to get an HR image of the detected object.222

The lightweight and high-speed responsiveness of the rotation223

mirror enable high-speed viewpoint switching, which makes224

the real-time FOV extension come true. The switching mirror225

system first leverages an object detection model to get the226

coordinates of the desired objects in the large FOV captured227

by a panoramic camera and then actuates the mirror’s principal228

orientation to the target position. Thus, the object lies in the229

center of the zooming HR image. Besides, a dual-camera230

surveillance system has been proposed, which consists of a231

wide-angle monitoring camera and an HR telephoto camera,232

and can operate at dozens of fps [8]. Recently, the two-233

axis pan-tilt galvano-mirror system has shown great potential234

for its millisecond switching speed and has been introduced235

to simultaneously capture zoomed-in images of multiobject236

[10]. Hu et al. [42] used a three-axis mirror-drive high-237

speed system to achieve a 360◦-FOV, which can perform238

omnidirectional object tracking. Jiang et al. [18] extended the239

working condition from daytime to nighttime by integrating a240

3-D Lidar into the mirror-based vision system. However, the241

detection performance heavily depends on the resolution of242

the panoramic camera, which in turn affects the positioning243

accuracy of the switching-mirror-based telephoto camera. For244

example, objects in the panoramic image are too small to be245

detected, causing the telephoto camera to lose the target. How246

to actively detect target objects without the guidance of an HR247

panoramic camera remains challenging.248

C. PF in Searching Region Reduction249

Research on object searching and detection in a large FOV250

image is a hot topic. However, there is an unavoidable trade-off251

between accuracy and efficiency: on one hand, when using252

a smaller step size to investigate each sliding-window-based 253

image patch, the computation time will increase significantly; 254

on the other hand, the recall rate and localization accuracy 255

will decrease when the sliding stride increases. 256

Therefore, to reduce the searching region in a large image, 257

object detection based on the multistage particle window 258

(MPW) algorithm is proposed by Gualdi et al. [43], where 259

Monte Carlo sampling is used to estimate the likelihood 260

density function with Gaussian kernels. Particle windows itera- 261

tively update their positions toward the high-probability region 262

that objects may be found, which avoids exhaustively scanning 263

the whole image. Based on MPW, Pang et al. [25] introduced 264

an incremental particle window (iPW) algorithm to further 265

reduce the searching region. In this work, a novel rejection- 266

oriented proposal distribution (PD) is designed to efficiently 267

reject the huge number of nonobject regions. Widynski and 268

Mignotte [44] explored a multiscale PF framework for contour 269

detection, where the prior and transition distributions are 270

learned offline and the likelihood functions are estimated 271

online, thus making the algorithm adaptive to complex natural 272

images. A novel PF for the template-based object tracking 273

method is presented in [45]. To increase the accuracy of the 274

Gaussian importance function, an iterative Gaussian function 275

generation method is proposed. As a result, the overall tracking 276

performance is enhanced using this probabilistic tracking 277

framework. Nevertheless, the existing algorithms are a series 278

of improvements to the traditional PF algorithm, which aim at 279

improving the Gaussian importance function or optimizing the 280

PD. When the PF algorithm needs to be applied to a wide-area 281

multiobject detection task, the performance of each step in the 282

PF needs to be evaluated and optimized. 283

III. MPF-BASED ACTIVE OBJECT DETECTION SYSTEM 284

A. Overall Framework 285

The existing works are still hard to accurately control and 286

rotate the camera mounted on a servo motor to scan hundreds 287

of viewpoints in real-time, not to mention detecting objects in 288

a wide area without multicamera guidance. To address these 289

challenges, we propose a novel system for simultaneous multi- 290

object detection in a large FOV using a probability estimation 291

method based on MPF and a high-speed camera combined 292

with a scanning galvano-mirror. The system provides a natural 293

transition between a sliding window detection algorithm and a 294

multicamera detection paradigm, which reduces the searching 295

cost by scanning and analyzing on high-probability regions. 296

Fig. 1 illustrates the overall framework of our proposed 297

MPF-based fast multiobject detection system that works iter- 298

atively. As depicted in stage k of Fig. 1, our system mainly 299

consists of four modules: (a) the MPF module for sampling 300

particles that are distributed in the whole wide-area FOV; 301

(b) a path planning module, which is responsible for the 302

shortest scanning path planning when given the distribution 303

of samples by module (a); and (c) an ultrafast scanning 304

galvano-mirror combined with a high-speed camera to capture 305

multiobject images according to the scanning routes provided 306

by module (b); and finally, based on the captured images in 307

module (c), (d) uses a CNN detector to estimate the objectness 308

of sampled particles, which can output the localization of 309
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Fig. 1. Our framework of the MPF-based active vision system, where xi
k = (θh , θv ) is the particle’s position. The system works in an iterative paradigm.

At stage k, where (a) is the sampling stage that draws n particles in the wide-area FOV; (b) is the scanning path planning for galvano-mirror scanning, which
will reduce the scanning routes; (c) is controlling the galvano-mirror to rotate and triggering the camera to capture the particle’s image frame; and (d) is
applying the PF to estimate nonuniform quantization of the target position. Based on the updated probability density, our system goes to the next iteration at
stage k + 1 and repeats the same steps. At step (a) in stage k + 1, our algorithm will focus on the high-probability region. At the final stage K , the system
only needs to continuously gaze at objects detected previously.

potential objects and then update the probability density map310

accordingly. After stage k, the system iteratively resamples,311

plans, scans, and analyzes the particle set in a sequential312

manner until reaching the stop criterion or final stage K ,313

as shown in stage k + 1 and final stage k of Fig. 1. Finally,314

the system outputs the detected objects and performs object315

gazing.316

We will first introduce the MPF module for particle sam-317

pling and weight updating in Section III-B. Then, given the318

particles’ distribution, scanning path planning is performed319

to obtain the shortest scanning route in Section III-C. Each320

particle’s location is eventually fed to the proposed rapid visual321

feedback control module in Section III-D.322

B. MPF Module323

There are some objects of interest randomly distributed in324

the wide-area FOV. How to detect these objects? As the PF325

algorithm is an approximate Bayesian filter algorithm based on326

the Monte Carlo method, whose core idea is to approximate327

the sample’s probability distribution of the nonlinear system by328

randomly generating several discrete particle sets, predicting329

the next state of the particles, then updating the state according330

to the measurement, and finally, importance resampling and331

model estimation are implemented. So, PF is applicable to332

multimodal and nonlinear systems. We can use the particle’s333

weighted mean to replace the integral operation for computing334

the minimum variance estimation of the system’s state, which335

is critical to improving the efficiency of object searching.336

The objective of our proposed paradigm, named MPF,337

is to provide an object’s probability distribution over the338

particle’s state space and to model the detection result of339

the particle image as an estimation of likelihood when given340

the observations. So, in the active object detection procedure,341

the system is aiming at solving the object’s probability density 342

function p(x|z), where x = (θh, θv) is the particle’s state, θh 343

and θv are the horizontal and vertical positions of particle x, 344

respectively, and z is the whole large FOV. 345

In our MPF algorithm, p(xk |xk−1) is the predicted state 346

transition model, p(zk |xk) represents the state measurement 347

model, p(xk |zk) is the posterior probability distribution of 348

the target state, and q(xk |xk−1, zk) represents the proposal 349

importance sampling function for generating new particles. 350

We use xi
k to indicate the i th particle at stage k. The main 351

steps of our MPF algorithm at stage k are listed below. 352

1) Importance Sampling: As shown in stage k—(a) of 353

Fig. 1, based on the preselected proposal importance sampling 354

distribution q(x), the sampling process for generating particles 355

can be expressed as 356

xi
k ∼ q

(
xi

k |xi
k−1, zk

)
, i = 1, 2, . . . , Nk (1) 357

where Nk is the number of particles at stage k. All the sampled 358

particles are put into particle window PWk . In this article, 359

we let the PD equal to the predict 360

q
(
xi

k |xi
k−1, zk

) = p
(
xi

k |xi
k−1

)
. (2) 361

At the first iteration, we set the initial PD q0(x) as a uniform 362

distribution: q0(x) = U(x). Then, we draw N0 particles from 363

the uniform PD in the wide-area FOV to search the location 364

of desired objects 365

xi
0 = (θh, θv), θ ∼ U(x), i = 1, 2, . . . , N0. (3) 366

As the number of particles increases, the localization accu- 367

racy and recall rate of the desired objects will also be 368

improved. Nevertheless, the complexity and processing time 369

will increase, resulting in a slower detection speed. 370
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2) Weights Update: The measurement of the likelihood371

p(zk |xi
k) is computed by the CNN detector372

p
(
zk |xi

k

) = CNN Detector
(
FOV

(
xi

k

))
. (4)373

The detection of the captured FOV(xi
k) is shown in Fig. 1374

stage k—(c). Our goal is to compute a fine approximation of375

the posterior probability p(xi
k |zk). We can use the Bayesian376

formula to model the posterior distribution based on the377

prediction p(xi
k |xi

k−1). After prediction, the weight of each378

particle is updated as follows:379

wi
k = wi

k−1

p
(
zk |xi

k

)
p
(
xi

k |xi
k−1

)
q
(
xi

k |xi
k−1, zk

) , i = 1, 2, . . . , Nk . (5)380

According to (2), (5) can be simplified381

wi
k = wi

k−1 p
(
zk |xi

k

)
, i = 1, 2, . . . , Nk . (6)382

3) Particle State Calibration: At this step, there are some383

particles with low probabilities, and thus, we need to filter384

out these particles. In addition, some particles may have385

overlapped FOVs, causing multiple detection outputs of the386

same object at different particle images, and we also need387

to remove the overlapping particles. To be precise, according388

to the detection result of particle xi
k in (4), suppose there389

is one target object t = (wc, wx , wy, ww,wh) lying in the390

captured image of size W × H corresponding to particle xi
k =391

(θh, θv ), where wc, wx , wy, ww , and wh are the confidence,392

center x , center y, width, and height of the detected object393

in the image frame, respectively. By converting the image394

coordinate system (i.e., in pixel) of the corresponding particle395

into the galvano-mirror coordinate system (i.e., in pan/tilt396

angle), we can get the real position t̂ = (t̂θh , t̂θv
) of object t397

in our calibrated active vision system using the transformation398

formula as follows:399 {
t̂θh = f (wx) = θh + (wx − W/2) ∗ 0.002

t̂θv
= f (wy) = θv + (wy − H/2) ∗ 0.002

(7)400

where (θh, θv ) represents the sampling position of particle xi
k ,401

(W/2, H/2) is the center of the captured image, and 0.002 is402

the scaling factor (unit: degree/pixel).403

After the transformation, if the distance between two objects404

t̂ i = (t̂ i
θh

, t̂ i
θv

) and t̂ j = (t̂ j
θh

, t̂ j
θv

) is smaller than the predefined405

threshold τd , which indicates that the objects may be the same406

one but located within the FOV of two particles, then, nonmax-407

imum suppression (NMS) is applied to the detection results,408

which only retains the object with the highest confidence if409

there are more than one object close to each other; otherwise,410

we retain both. Here, we use the �1-norm to calculate the411

distance412

dist( t̂ i
, t̂ j

) = ‖ t̂ i − t̂ j‖1413

=
∣∣∣t̂ i

θh
− t̂ j

θh

∣∣∣ +
∣∣∣t̂ i

θv
− t̂ j

θv

∣∣∣. (8)414

The NMS for particles is415

F( t̂ i
, t̂ j

) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

t̂ i
, if dist( t̂ i

, t̂ j
) < τd and wi

c ≥ w
j
c

t̂ j
, if dist( t̂ i

, t̂ j
) < τd and wi

c < w
j
c

t̂ i ∪ t̂ j
, otherwise

416

(9)417

where wi
c and w

j
c are the confidence of detected objects i and 418

j , respectively. Then, we put the filtered particles into ˆPWk , 419

i.e., ˆPWk ∪ F( t̂ i
, t̂ j

). 420

After removing potential overlapping particles, the particles’ 421

weights must be normalized 422

w̃i
k = wi

k∑N̂k
i=1 wi

k

, i = 1, 2, . . . , N̂k (10) 423

where N̂k is the number of calibrated center particles in ˆPWk . 424

Based on the filtered result, the PD q(xk |xk−1, zk) is updated 425

qk(x) =
N̂k∑

i=1

w̃i
k ∗ N (

w̃i
k,�

)
(11) 426

where � is the unit covariance matrix. We estimate the objects’ 427

distribution through a Gaussian mixture model. At the next 428

stage, the sampling particles will move toward the state space 429

where the confidence of the CNN detector is higher. 430

4) Resampling and Selection: To avoid the particle degen- 431

eracy problem, we use a systematic resampling algorithm to 432

generate new particles, i.e., the particle xi
k in ˆPWk is resampled 433

in proportion to its weight w̃i
k [26]. The effective particle 434

number Neff is a measure of degeneracy 435

Neff = N̂k

1 + Var
(
w̃i

k

) . (12) 436

When Neff is smaller than N̂k/2, we perform resampling. 437

At this step, we discard highly improbable particles and 438

replace them with copies of more confident particles. Then, 439

we add Gaussian noise to each resampled particle xi
k to get x̃i

k . 440

The added noise is important for generating particles outside 441

the predicted probability distribution, which gives a good 442

chance of capturing newly appearing objects. The particle set 443

after resampling is denoted as Sk = {x̃i
k, i = 1, 2, . . . , Nk}. 444

The weights of all the resampled particles are reset as:wi
k = 445

1/Nk, i = 1, 2, . . . , Nk . Fig. 1 stage k–(d) illustrates the esti- 446

mated probability density map. When resampling is finished, 447

the algorithm goes back to step: 1) importance sampling, and 448

begins a new stage k + 1 for searching objects in the high- 449

probability region. Fig. 1 stage k + 1 shows the next iteration. 450

Through several iterations, when the particle set in PW is 451

not updated or reached the final stage K , as shown in final 452

stage K of Fig. 1, the system performs continuous object 453

gazing. We just need to scan each particle in the final particle 454

window PW. Once the object moves, the particle is adjusted 455

to its new position. Thus, the captured objects are located in 456

the center of the particle images. We summarize the main 457

procedures of our novel MPF module into the Algorithm 1. 458

C. Center Partitioned Scanning Path Planning Module 459

High speed and high responsiveness are essential for a 460

fast, wide-area object detection system. An important factor 461

for scanning speed is scanning time, which indicates the 462

mirror’s switching time from one particle to another, i.e., 463

two close particles cost little motor rotation time, while two 464

particles with a large distance cost much more time. Since the 465

scanning time of the galvano-mirror system is proportional to 466
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Algorithm 1 The MPF Algorithm
Input: Stage number K , the number of particles N ,

particle decay rate γ , distance threshold for
removing the closing particles τd .

Output: The set of target objects’ window PW .
1 Initialize the proposal distribution q0(x) = U(x), where

U(x) is uniform distribution, i.e., q(x) = 1/N ;
2 Empty PW = ˆPW 0 = ∅;
3 for k = 1 to K do
4 Nk = N ∗ γ k−1;
5 Sampling Nk particles Sk from qk−1(x);
6 Scan Path = Algorithm2(Sk, ˆPW k−1);
7 Transform the particles xi

k into scanning FOV:
scanningTransform(xi

k);
8 for each scan index id ∈ Scan Path do
9 Scanning particle window xid

k using galvano-mirror
-based active vision system;

10 Put particles into window PWk =
{

x1
k, . . . , xNk

k

}
;

11 end
12 Measure each mechanical particle xi

k’s confidence:
p(zk |xi

k) = CNNDetector(xi
k);

13 Update particle’s weight according to Eq. (6);
14 Calculate the distance of potential particles and

remove the closest particles with Eq. (7) and Eq. (9):
ˆPW k = particlesNMS(PWk , τd);

15 Normalized the filtered weights w̃i
k with Eq. (10);

16 Compute the new proposal distribution:

qk(x) = ∑N̂k
i=1 w̃i

k ∗ N (w̃i
k,�);

17 Retain only the filtered particle windows:
PW = PW ∪ ˆPW k , and empty PWk ;

18 end
19 return PW

the total routes of the scanning path, we propose a center467

partitioned scanning path planning module to optimize the468

scanning sequence.469

Specifically, when getting the calibrated particle window470

ˆPWk and the resampling particle set Sk from the MPF module,471

we need to generate the scanning sequence that sequentially472

rotates the galvano-mirror to scan the whole bunch of particles473

with minimized switching cost. The filtered window ˆPWk =474

{xi
k, i = 1, 2, . . . , N̂k} at stage k is shown in line 14 of the475

Algorithm 1, where N̂k is the number of calibrated particles in476

ˆPWk . The resampling particle set Si corresponding to xi
k lies in477

a Gaussian distribution centered on the calibrated particle xi
k478

Si =
{

xv
i ∼ N

(
xi

k,
(
σ/w̃i

k

)2
)
, v = 1, 2, . . . , Vi

}
(13)479

where σ/w̃i
k is the weighted deviation. The number of resam-480

pling particles Vi is proportional to the normalized weight of481

xi
k : Vi = Nk w̃

i
k , where Nk is the total number of resampling482

particles at stage k. Consequently, the total resampling parti-483

cles’ set Sk is484

Sk = {
xi

k ∪ Si |xi
k ∈ ˆPWk, i = 1, 2, . . . , N̂k

}
. (14)485

A traveling salesman problem (TSP) is to find the shortest 486

route that visits all cities, which is the same problem that 487

our objective function is trying to solve. However, since 488

the complexity of TSP is NP-hard, the solving time grows 489

exponentially with the number of cities. Therefore, the path 490

planning module naturally splits the whole particle set Sk into 491

several subsets {S1, S2, . . . , SN̂k
} and reduces the complexity 492

by optimizing the subset Si . The increase in scanning time due 493

to obtaining longer suboptimal routes is negligible compared 494

with the solution time of the whole set Sk . We will analyze 495

the trade-off between the solving time and the solving routes 496

in Section IV-B. 497

One particle has two elements: θh and θv , in the horizontal 498

direction and the vertical direction, respectively. When rotat- 499

ing the two-axis mirror from particle xi
k to particle x j

k , the 500

Chebyshev distance is the largest difference between the two 501

elements 502

Chebyshev
(

xi
k, x j

k

)
= max

(∣∣∣θ i
h − θ

j
h

∣∣∣, ∣∣θ i
v − θ j

v

∣∣). (15) 503

The original objective function of a TSP solver is to minimize 504

the total distance across the whole particle set Sk 505

arg min
d

dist(Sk) =
Nk −1∑
i=0

Chebyshev
(
xi

k, x i+1
k

)
. (16) 506

When splitting the whole set into subsets, and using the 507

TSP algorithm to solve the scanning sequence of each sub- 508

set, our objective function becomes to minimize the total 509

scanning routes that traverse every subset particle of Sk , i.e., 510

{S1, S2, . . . , SN̂k
} 511

arg min
d

dist(S1, S2, . . . , SN̂k
) 512

=
N̂k∑

i=1

Vi −1∑
j=0

Chebyshev(xi, j , x i, j+1). (17) 513

Hence, as shown in Fig. 1 stage k–(b) and stage k + 1–(b), 514

the scanning sequence is constructed by a set of center 515

particles with their surrounding resampling particles. The main 516

processes of the center partitioned scanning path solving 517

algorithm are outlined in the Algorithm 2. 518

D. Rapid Visual Feedback Control Module 519

At the scanning stage of our system, as shown in Fig. 1 520

stage k—(c) and stage k + 1—(c), the control module 521

sends the particle’s position (θh, θv), which is generated by 522

the MPF module, to the galvano-mirror’s control board. Then, 523

the galvano-mirror rotates to the target position and triggers 524

our high-speed camera to capture the image frame of the 525

particle’s FOV. After that, the captured images correspond- 526

ing to the particles are used to update the particles’ states 527

and weights. To achieve real-time performance, we design a 528

high-parallelism control module to reduce the latency caused 529

by serial control. 530

Fig. 2 illustrates the control timing of the rapid visual 531

feedback control module at stage k. There are five proce- 532

dures working in pipeline parallelism. Procedures (a) and 533

(b) run once on the whole particle set {x1
k, x2

k, . . . , x Nk
k }, where 534
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Algorithm 2 Center Partitioned Scanning Path Planning
Input: Resampling particle set Sk , the set of filtered

center particles ˆPW k = {
xi

k, i = 1, . . . , N̂k
}
.

Output: The optimized scanning path Scan Path.
1 Initialize: empty Scan Path = ∅;
2 for each center xi

k ∈ ˆPW k do
3 Get resampling particle set Si of xi

k :
Si = getSurrounding(Sk, x i

k);
4 Construct the Chebyshev Distance Matrix Dist Mat;
5 for r = 1 to len(Si ) do
6 for c = r to len(Si ) do
7 Dist Mat[r ][c] = Chebyshev(xr , xc);
8 Dist Mat[c][r ] = Dist Mat[r ][c];
9 end

10 end
11 Compute the start and end particles of scanning:

star t, end = getStartEnd(Dist Mat);
12 Search the scanning path:

index = TSPSolver(Dist Mat, star t, end);
13 Retain Scan Path = Scan Path ∪ index ;
14 end
15 return ScanPath

Fig. 2. Control timing of our proposed rapid visual feedback control module
at stage k, where procedure (a) is particle sampling and (b) is path planning,
(c) is switching the galvano-mirror, (d) is object detection, and (e) is updating
the particle weights.

(a) is particle sampling and (b) is path planning. When getting535

the scanning routes provided by (b), the system processes536

each particle sequentially, i.e., from x1
k to xNk

k . Procedure537

(c) involves switching the galvano-mirror to particle xi
k and538

capturing the corresponding image; procedure (d) involves539

detecting objects on the captured image, and the final proce-540

dure (e) consists of updating the particle’s weight and the PD.541

After stage k, the probability map of the objects’ distribution542

is estimated, the system goes into stage k + 1, and repeats the543

whole procedure on a new probability density.544

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS545

In this section, we first describe the system configuration.546

Next, we decouple our system into several modules, and mod-547

ule evaluation is performed. Finally, the indoor and outdoor548

experiments are conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness549

and efficiency of our proposed system.550

A. System Configuration551

We develop a real-time active vision system by combin-552

ing the MPF algorithm with a fast scanning path planning553

Fig. 3. Configuration of the proposed MPF-based active vision system
includes a high-speed camera and a pan-tilt galvano-mirror.

Fig. 4. Projection geometry of the system and the ultrafast galvano-mirror.
(a) Projection geometry of the proposed high-speed active vision system.
(b) Pan-tilt galvano-mirror and its control board.

algorithm, which is realized by controlling a two-axis ultra- 554

fast galvano-mirror and a high-speed vision camera. Fig. 3 555

shows an overview of the proposed system, which consists 556

of a high-speed camera (A7040CU000, Dahua), an ultrafast 557

galvano-mirror (TSH8203M, Sunny Technology), and a 16-bit 558

precision AD/DA control board for rotating ultrafast galvano- 559

mirrors. To get configurable and flexible performance, we use 560

a Xilinx FPGA to control the controller. For a fair com- 561

parison, all the methods are running on a PC with an Intel 562

Core i7-8700k CPU at 3.70 GHz, 16 GB of DDR-4, 256 GB 563

of memory, and a single Nvidia GTX 1080 Ti GPU. The high- 564

speed camera has a CMOS image sensor with a size of 1/2.9 in, 565

and the pixel size is 6.9 μm × 6.9 μm. A lens with 50-mm 566

focal length is mounted. This camera can work at 437 fps 567

by capturing and transferring 10-bit 720 × 540 pixels color 568

images to the control PC via a USB 3.0 interface. 569

When implementing, θh is the horizontal angle of the pan 570

mirror, and θv is the vertical angle of the tilt mirror. In our 571

experimental setting, the two mirrors’ rotation range is −20◦
572

to 20◦, which means the whole scanning FOV is 40◦ × 40◦. 573

The small-angle step response time of our galvano-mirror is 574

0.25 ms, i.e. (rotate 1%, 0.4◦, cost 0.25 ms). One particle 575

window corresponds to an RGB image of size 224 × 224, 576

which is a 0.45◦ × 0.45◦ FOV in the wide view. The projection 577

geometry and the physical pan-tilt galvano-mirror are shown 578

in Fig. 4. The TSP solver is based on the open-source C++ 579

code provided by Google [46]. 580

B. Module Evaluation 581

1) Qualitative Comparison: We first list several important 582

factors in Table I that affect the detection performance in the 583
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TABLE I

EFFICIENCY COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT WORKING DISTANCES

wide area, including equivalent image size, estimated CMOS584

size, and the minimum number of scans to detect the middle-585

sized object. In addition, our MPF method is also deployed586

to complete this task, and the efficiency improvement is given587

in the comparison. In this experiment, we set the object size588

to 80 × 80 pixels. The captured image of one particle is589

set to 224 × 224. Here, YOLOv3 [32] is implemented as590

the CNN detector. The object must be successfully detected591

by the object detection model, i.e., the detection intersection592

over union (IOU) larger than 0.5 is marked as a true positive593

detection. When the working distance is 5 m and the focal594

length of the optical lens is 50 mm, the image size covered595

by our galvano-mirror is 5072 × 5072. If a system wants to596

use a CMOS sensor to monitor this area in one image frame,597

the estimated sensor size is 35 mm × 35 mm. Therefore, the598

single particle window image is only 1/510 of this wide-view599

image. When applying the sliding window searching to detect600

objects, the minimum number of scanning is 1296, whereas the601

MPF module only needs 500 scanning, resulting in a 2.592×602

efficiency improvement.603

When the working distance is set to 10 m, the focal length604

must be changed to 100 mm to detect the same object.605

In this new setting, the image size of the whole FOV is606

10 130 × 10 130, and the sensor size covered in this image is607

69.9 mm × 69.9 mm, which is quite expensive, complicated,608

and difficult to manufacture. At least 5041 scanning could lead609

to successful detection, which largely decreased the efficiency.610

In contrast, the MPF only needs 800 scanning, which is 6.3×611

more efficient than the sliding window method.612

Similarly, the sensor size is not even achievable when613

working at 20 m. The minimum scanning time increased614

significantly, which is 14.2× more than our method. To sum615

up, our proposed system only needs one ordinary CMOS616

sensor combined with a two-axis galvano-mirror that can617

achieve wide-area object detection without the guidance of618

ultralarge panorama cameras, not to mention the efficiency619

gains.620

2) Comparison of Scanning Path Planning: Since real-time621

and high-speed are our ultimate goals, every time-consuming622

module is worth noting. The scanning path generated by our623

module and other methods is shown in Fig. 5. There are624

100 randomly distributed particles located on the map, where625

the map is an FOV with a size of 40◦ × 40◦. One can observe626

that the X-axis first method outputs the largest switching627

angle, 378.481◦. While our center partitioned method gives628

Fig. 5. Scanning route comparison of different path scanning methods, where
red points denote the start and end points. Our method gets a comparable
length with negligible solving time. (We use switching angle to represent
cost.) (a) X-axis first: 378.481◦ . (b) Two-OPT: 288.914◦ . (c) Local Cheapest
Insertion: 284.927◦ . (d) Center partitioned (ours): 278.004◦ .

the shortest switching angle, 278.004◦. What are of interests 629

are the start and end points of the four solving methods. 630

To facilitate the planning of the next subset, we set the start 631

and end points to the diagonal corners, as described in line 632

11 of the Algorithm 2. Other algorithms [46] do not consider 633

this factor. 634

Furthermore, to validate our path planning module’s superi- 635

ority in reducing the solving time, we compare our proposed 636

planning module against other classical TSP algorithms in 637

terms of solving time t and solving distance dist. We list the 638

details in Table II. For a fair and explicit comparison, we fixed 639

the start and end points. Besides, the simulation only needs to 640

deal with routes, without considering angle transformation, so 641

100 particles are randomly distributed in a 100 m × 100 m 642

square area. Although the solution distance of our method is 643

not optimal (103.42 and 102.51 m), the solution time is the 644

shortest, which is at least 5.6× faster than PCA [46] (20 versus 645

112 ms) when S = 2, T = 48, and 4.6× faster than the second 646

shortest (26 versus 120 ms) when S = 0, T = 0. Therefore, 647

the time spent on the extra scan path is negligible compared 648

with the solution time spent on other methods. 649

3) Overall Comparison: Finally, we integrate each module 650

into our wide-area detection system and verify the effec- 651

tiveness of the scanning path algorithm by evaluating the 652

average processing time and processing speed against other 653

five different path planning algorithms, including X-axis First, 654

2-OPT [47], Local Cheapest Insertion [46], Tabu Search [48], 655

and simulated annealing (SA) [49]. To boost the performance, 656

we use YOLOv3-tiny [32] as the CNN detector. The system 657

is executed multiple times to perform object detection under 658

the same setting, except for the path planning module. The 659

average processing time and processing speed are statistically 660
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TABLE II

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE PROPOSED SCANNING PATH PLANNING
ALGORITHM AND OTHER TYPICAL TSP SOLVING ALGORITHMS

Fig. 6. Single scanning cost (ms) of different path planning algorithms.
While the total scanning route of our planning algorithm is relatively longer,
when considering the total solving time and system scanning together, our
method has shown its superiority, whose scanning cost is the lowest.

analyzed when randomly sampling a fixed number of particles661

in the wide-area FOV with a size of 40◦ × 40◦, where the662

particles gradually increase from 50 to 500 in increments of663

50. Based on the scanning sequence given by different path664

planning algorithms, the rapid visual control module switches665

the galvano-mirror to scanning the FOV corresponding to each666

particle and captures the image. After that, an MPF-based667

architecture is applied to detect objects and update the parti-668

cle’s state. Fig. 6 presents the scanning cost curves of six path669

planning algorithms. Our center partitioned algorithm costs the670

least amount of time among different particle numbers, which671

shows the superiority of our MPF-based system combined with672

the novel path planning module. As the number of particles673

gradually increases, the average processing time per scanning674

gradually decreases, i.e., from 5.2 to 3.3 ms. Whereas the SA675

path planning algorithm uses the highest processing time. The676

results show that SA spends a lot of time on solving scanning677

paths.678

In addition, the processing speed of different algorithms is679

also investigated. Evidently, the same result can be found in680

Fig. 7. The MPF-based wide-area detection system outper-681

forms other methods in process speed. The processing speed682

of our MPF module gradually increases from 100 to 300 fps.683

It is apparent that the more particles there are, the denser684

Fig. 7. Speed comparison of different path planning algorithms; our method
is faster than other methods.

Fig. 8. Indoor experimental setup for performance verification. (a) Experi-
mental setup. (b) Close-up view of objects.

they are, and the smaller the distance between individual 685

particles. Thus, the frame rate is increased gradually. Although 686

Tabu Search and SA are the classical solving algorithms, the 687

overall performance is the lowest when used in the high-speed 688

scenario, ranging from 100 to 125 fps. 689

C. Indoor Performance Analysis 690

The experiments in an indoor environment are carried out 691

to verify the performance of our system in detecting multiple 692

objects in real-time. As shown in Fig. 8(a), 15 toy cars are 693

distributed 5 m away from the high-speed active vision system. 694

The real size of the tor cars is depicted in Fig. 8(b). The focal 695

length is 50 mm. We calculate the pixel size of the cars in 696

the captured image to intuitively describe how small they are, 697

especially when searching in a wide area. The frontal pixel 698

sizes of the three kinds of cars are 94 × 29, 101 × 43, and 699

144 × 43, respectively. The captured image size is 224 × 224. 700

Fig. 9 shows the real-time detection results, we exhibit the 701

results in three aspects: detection cars, detection time stamp t , 702

and the corresponding particle’s position (θh, θv ) in the wide- 703

area FOV. Considering the final results’ PW retains several 704

calibrated particle windows, the system only needs to scan 705

each filtered particle without further detection when reaching 706

the stop criterion. We observe that the captured cars are at 707

the center of each image. The scanning interval t of each 708

car is about 3 ms, i.e., the scanning speed is 300 fps, which 709

verifies the high-speed and simultaneous performance of our 710

system. In particular, the whole detection procedure only takes 711
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Fig. 9. Indoor experimental results: the detected objects of our system can
be kept in the center of FOV. We show the localization and detection time
stamp t (s) of each object in (θh , θv ). The image size is 224 × 224.

Fig. 10. x and y pixel deviations of each object from the image center
(112, 112) when they are first detected (denoted as uncalib-x and uncalib-y,
respectively) and after MPF calibration (denoted as calib-x and calib-y,
respectively).

0.470 s, and all the 15 cars are successfully detected based on712

the MPF algorithm, which achieves the best performing result713

on wide-area object sensing. Whereas other switching mirror-714

based high-speed systems could not even find out the targets715

without wide-angle HR cameras. Consequently, continuous716

object gazing can be performed in the following stage. Fig. 10717

depicts the pixel deviations of each object from the image718

center (112, 112). When they are detected for the first time, the719

uncalibrated x /y coordinates deviate larger from the centers,720

ranging from 10 to 90 pixels. After MPF calibration, the721

deviations for continuous gazing are always smaller, ranging722

from 0 to 10 pixels. Hence, calibration is important to object723

gazing, and our MPF can compensate for the deviation through724

visual feedback and particle state calibration.725

We visualize the detection results of the MPF algorithm by726

drawing the probability density distribution map across differ-727

ent stages in Fig. 11. Where the probability region with dark728

red indicates the higher probability that there exist objects,729

while dark blue indicates a lower probability of objectness.730

As shown in Fig. 11(a), at stage 1, the initial probability731

density map is generated by the MPF algorithm, which is732

based on random sampling in the wide-area FOV. One can733

Fig. 11. Indoor experiment: visualization of probability density distribution
across different stages. (a) Stage 1, the generated probability density map,
which is based on our proposed MPF algorithm. (b) Stage 2, the updated
probability density map. (c) Stage 3, the final density map, which shows the
distribution of target objects.

find out that there are two particles that provide clues for 734

detecting toy cars, resulting in a Gaussian mixture distribution. 735

At the beginning stage, the overall probability is relatively 736

lower, ranging from 0.00 to 0.14. In Fig. 11(b), at stage 2, 737

the probability density is refined through resampling particles 738

around the high-probability region. At stage 3 in Fig. 11(c), the 739

final density map is generated, which shows the distribution 740

of target objects. The probability of the objects’ distribution 741

is further improved, reaching 0.4. Thus, the searching regions 742

are reduced and refined into small areas, which helps the MPF 743

algorithm concentrate on high-probability region to improve 744

the searching efficiency. 745

Since our proposed MPF-based active vision system can 746

detect as many potential objects in a wide area as possible in 747

real-time and high-speed without a panoramic camera. Here, 748

we adopt six CNN object detection models to verify the 749

generalization of our MPF searching and detection framework 750

in indoor scenarios. The input size of the image is 224 × 751

224. As presented in Table III, we select YOLOv3 [32], 752

YOLOv3-tiny [32], YOLOv4 [51], YOLOv4-tiny [51], Faster 753

R-CNN (backbone: ResNet-50) [4], and RetinaNet (backbone: 754

ResNet-50-FPN) [50] as the CNN detector in the weights’ 755

update step of MPF, respectively. The average precision (AP) 756

of detecting cars in an indoor setting is very high across all the 757

detectors, ranging from 91.42% to 97.43%, and the process- 758

ing speed is promising, which can even perform 301.1 fps 759

(YOLOv3-tiny) multiobject detection in a wide area while 760
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TABLE III

GENERALIZATION OF OUR SYSTEM WITH DIFFERENT CNN DETECTORS

Fig. 12. Outdoor environment when demonstrating fast multiobject detection
system; the origin is illustrated as a red point. FOV is 40◦ × 40◦.

maintaining 91.42% AP. However, it is noted that higher761

accuracy leads to higher latency, e.g., the latency of Faster762

R-CNN and RetinaNet is 36.58 and 35.46 ms, respectively.763

Through the analysis, we can conclude that the proposed764

rapid visual feedback control module performs with high765

parallelism and low latency. In summary, our proposed MPF766

algorithm is a general framework for fast wide-area object767

detection, in which any object detector can be deployed.768

D. Outdoor Experiment Demonstration769

Finally, to verify the effectiveness and robustness of our770

proposed MPF-based multiobject detection system in complex771

background, we conduct experiments in an outdoor environ-772

ment. Fig. 12 illustrates the environment of the outdoor scene,773

which includes buildings, vehicles, trees, and traffic lanes.774

We set our system 50 m away from the working FOV. The775

image size is changed to 720 × 540 due to the increased size776

of target objects. Other parameters are the same as the indoor777

experimental settings.778

Fig. 13 depicts the detection results of different stages.779

To display the dynamic change in the particle states,780

we present the originally captured images corresponding to781

important particles without calibration. The blue line with an782

arrow indicates that the next stage’s detection is based on783

the resampling particles around the center calibrated particles784

ˆPWk at the previous stage. The system executes three stages785

to detect the randomly distributed cars. At stage 1, we can786

observe that the centroid of the detected car slightly deviates787

from the image center (360, 270). This is because the first788

round of scanning is based on randomly distributed particles,789

Fig. 13. Outdoor detection results across different stages: in stage 1, only two
sampled particles contained objects; in stage 2, based on the detection results
in stage 1, our system captured and refined four target objects; in stage 3, our
proposed MPF algorithm observed three new objects. Time stamp: t (seconds).

Fig. 14. Pixel deviations of the x and y coordinates from the image center
(360, 270) at different stages. When scanning objects, the deviations are larger;
when gazing, the deviations are smaller.

and these captured particles are not calibrated. The time stamp 790

of the two captured images at stage 1 is 0.023 and 0.036 s, 791

respectively. Through particle calibration and resampling, 792

as can be seen in the first and fourth cars at stage 2 in Fig. 13, 793

two newly detected cars are associated with two important 794

particles at stage 1. In addition, the previously detected cars’ 795

positions are adjusted to the center of the images, i.e., the 796

car in the second and third images at stage 2. Based on the 797

probability map updated by stage 2, at stage 3, the system 798

newly detected three cars. 799

We also compare the pixel deviations of the x and y 800

coordinates to the image center at different stages. As shown 801

in Fig. 14, at the scanning stage, the detected objects largely 802

deviated from the image center (360, 270). After three stages 803

of scanning, the object slightly deviated from the center during 804

the object gazing phase, which is more stable than the scanning 805

phase. Thus, the deviation is significantly reduced. Fig. 14 806

validates the importance of the rapid visual feedback control 807

scheme in continuous object gazing, which can adjust its 808

position accordingly in real-time. 809

Finally, since the sliding window method can be used to 810

detect objects in a large FOV, we also list the detailed compar- 811

ison of recalls and time costs of the proposed MPF framework 812

with the sliding window methods in Table IV, where #scans 813

is the number of scans to cover the whole FOV. The stride of 814

the sliding window method is set to 80, 150, and 220 pixels, 815

respectively. The detector of the sliding window method is 816

YOLOv3. When using a small stride, i.e., 80 pixels, the sliding 817
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TABLE IV

COMPARISON OF RECALLS AND TIME COSTS OF MPF
WITH SLIDING WINDOW METHODS

window method gets the best recall, 94.67%; however, the818

scanning and detection costs are huge, with about 4020 scans819

and 44.42 s running, which is unacceptable for real-time high-820

speed detection. Similarly, a larger stride leads to a lower821

recall, e.g., 220 stride costs only 5.87 s, but the recall is822

just 70.05%. In contrast, our MPF framework could get a823

comparable recall while maintaining high-speed performance824

in a limited number of scans (500 scans). For example, MPF825

with YOLOv3 only needs 5.53 s to get a 94.62% recall. When826

the detector is transferred to YOLOv3-tiny, the scanning cost827

is even lower, i.e., 1.67 s. These results indicate that our828

MPF framework can efficiently reduce the scanning cost by829

concentrating on high-probability regions.830

Consequently, our proposed MPF algorithm combined with831

a galvano-mirror and a high-speed camera applied to wide-area832

multiobject detection is further confirmed in terms of speed833

and accuracy.834

V. CONCLUSION835

In this article, we have proposed a novel ultrafast galvano-836

mirror-based active vision system that can simultaneously837

detect multiobject at 300 fps in a wide-area FOV without the838

guidance of an HR panoramic camera. First, an efficient MPF839

algorithm was introduced. Based on the estimated probability840

density, the system can iteratively locate target objects, which841

helps the particles concentrate on important regions to improve842

the searching efficiency. Then, to reduce the total scanning843

cost, we introduced a center partitioned path planning algo-844

rithm. By integrating the MPF and path planning module into845

a high-parallelism rapid control module, the system can switch846

each FOV within 3.3 ms to achieve real-time high-speed847

object detection and continuous gazing. Extensive experiments848

conducted in indoor and outdoor environments demonstrated849

that our system could perform active sensing of target objects850

in a 40◦ × 40◦ large FOV while maintaining the resolution851

of a single particle fixed at 720 × 540, which verified the852

effectiveness and generalization of the proposed system.853

In the future, we plan to improve the efficiency of the854

scanning module by further reducing the regions that provide855

fewer information or clues for object detection. In addition,856

a scene understanding model will be introduced to make the857

system adaptive to scene change.858
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